












7 .4 Treating DSM like a Generator 

Unlike generators, DSM does useful things when it is not being used like contributing to the State's GDP. It should 

not be treated like a generator because it is not a generator. The proposal to dispatch it in "near real time" would 

not work for a large part of this resource. Time is required to wind certain plant down and schedule the re-allocation 

of employees to other useful purposes. You could potentially segment some loads like crushers to "near real time", 

but given the sophistication of the tools that can see grid peaks coming, it would be more sensible to fully utilise the 

resource with a few hours lead time as it does presently. The proposed earliest start and latest finish times would 

easily be accommodated. 

The proposal to dispatch DSM for 200 hours a year is not sensible as business would be better off dispatching itself in 

six-hour blocks for the 30 hottest days that total 200 hours and completely avoid index periods that would otherwise 

constitute its capacity charge. The electricity grid has not peaked for 12 consecutive hours on any day so does not 

warrant DSM to be dispatched that long. 

8. Conclusion

Reform seems to have given way to the fixing of Synergy for mistakes it has made, not by the business community.

Other retailers with a generation portfolio or bilateral contracts that are overtly or otherwise campaigning against

DSM should remember that we currently spend many millions of dollars on electricity and gas through them each

year. If DSM is removed, it will necessitate business to look at other options such as self-generation behind the

meter. Be careful what you wish for.

Yours sincerely, 

Sam Buckeridge 

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 

29 January 2016 
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